Clear pathways to
better employment
Just Good Work is a free mobile app helping
all jobseekers and workers understand their
employment rights, recognise poor treatment
at work and access remedy

“Just Good Work has been an
important tool to help us ensure
everyone in our supply chain
receives the same clear information
on rights and responsibilities in the
workplace.”
Simon Platts
Responsible Sourcing Director,
ASOS

A user- friendly, interactive app, Just Good Work provides straightforward and
comprehensive guidance for both migrant and resident workers to help make a success
of every stage of their journey into work and throughout their employment in the UK

JUST GOOD WORK HELPS YOUR BUSINESS
Promote good recruitment and employment
practices throughout your extended operations
and supply chain

Educate workers with clear, accurate
and comprehensive information on
their recruitment terms and rights

Reduce onboarding costs by providing a
ready-made induction and orientation tool
for work and life in the UK

Enhance your reputation by preventing
worker exploitation risks, reducing grievances and providing routes to remedy

Provide consistent information to workers
in a language they can understand

Support workers to recognise and
report poor practice and exploitation

Increase onboarding efﬁciency

Fulﬁl Modern Slavery Act due diligence

Download

Download supporting promotional materials
including induction slides, QR codes and videos

www.justgood.work

FEATURES

Multi-lingual audio/visual
capabilities to address language
barriers and low literacy
Available in English, Bulgarian,
Romanian and Gujarati
More languages coming

Proactive analysis, review and
adaptation of the platform based
on worker feedback to ensure
that the app is kept up to date
and relevant to workers’ needs

Completely free, independent
and anonymous
No advertising or sponsorship

Available to download on IOS
and Android and use fully
ofﬂine without data access

JUST GOOD WORK PROVIDES WORKERS WITH
Accurate and up to date information and advice ranging from employment rights and
responsibilities to practical aspects such as weather, culture and housing
Advice on good recruitment practices, immigration requirements, travel and practicalities
for migrant workers whilst still in their country of origin
In-line questions, inviting workers to feedback about their experiences, providing automatic
responses to ﬂag potential issues and signpost them to further help and support
Document storage giving workers a place to keep/ back up their visas, contracts,
medical details or payslips
Interactive checklists to help workers track what they need and when

HOW BUSINESSES CAN SUPPORT JUST GOOD WORK

Enable your own workforce,
agency workers, contractors
and self-employed to download
the free Just Good Work app at
induction or on entry to site

Promote use of the app to your
peers, network and supply chain

Explore the beneﬁts of a
customised Just Good Work
app for your own operations
See details at
www.justgood.work

Just Good Work is a global platform, made freely available to all UK employees, employers and labour providers
through the collaboration and support of:

